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Mystique Xposed is an annual fan favorite and one of the of most popular nude calendars in the

world! Sexy women and hot babes - no bikinis or swimsuits here!  All the gorgeous bodies in

Mystique's X-posed 2015 Wall Calendar don't leave anything to the imagination. There is full nudity

on every month. These are the stunning women that millions of men adore in Mystique Magazine,

as well as in Playboy, Penthouse and on the internet.  Huge color photos and space to write

important notes in calendar date grid. Includes all US/Canada/UK holiday and important Christian,

Jewish and Islamic religious dates. The calendar begins in December 2014 and continues through

December 2015. This calendar contains full nudity and is intended for a mature audience.  Models

featured: Aria Giovanni Jennifer Korbin Aurora Vaillantcourt Eufrat Celeste Star Lux Kassidy Malloy

Martini Georgia Jones Sophia Jade Michelle Mosh Nicole Conrad Rebecca Switzer Heather

VanDeven Note: This calendar sells out early every year here on . Don't wait to order or you will

miss out!
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Item delivered fast as advertised, the women are beautiful and the days of each month are large

enough to write a comment in each box.

For example Lux Kassidy picture is exactly the same as it was in March 2014, as it is in May 2015.

The models are still hot but it is too similar to last year's

calendar.http://i1144.photobucket.com/albums/o491/sexyington/20141207_141000-1.jpg



I have wanted a sexy calendar of nude women for quite some time but had no idea where to go to

get one. The brilliant idea came to me to go to .com. When I did, this calendar popped up as a

possibility. I am very happy with this purchase as the models for each month are very pretty. The

only thing I would have preferred was a short bio on each model for the month they represent. The

photography for calendar is very top-notch. This is not a calendar for prudes. I am glad I have it &

will buy the Mystique 2016 when it is available.

Great photos , beautiful girls showing their naked bodies and they have nice smiles that show they

enjoy posing in the nude. Well done girls and congratulations to the photographer. Love getting up

to this calendar each morning.

So my dad likes to look at naked women. lol so I buy him this calendar every year for his birthday

which is dec 25. So far this is his favorite nudey calendar. He is a very hard man to buy for because

he owns everything or buys it himself. Now I have something to buy him each year.

just set the calender down long enough to type this, picking it back up now grrrrrrrr hub bah hub bah

Not very attractive. I prefer sexy photos of active, dynamic women in great shape. The wome are

skinny and do not look very happy or self-possessed. But what did I expect. I tried it, and it is not

great.

Pictures are outstanding maybe making this calendar in the top ten
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